The use of SIMD computers requires efficient schemes of storage of data in order to have conflict-free access in parallel computation. In this paper
INTRODUCTION
The use of parallel processing in large computers leads to the organization of primary memories in parallel units, in order to allow the access to multiple data in every memory cycle.
The effective utilization of such organization depends heavily on being able to arrange the data in the memory banks so that certain subsets of data can be fetched simultaneously without conflict. In this context, a typical problem arises when a two dimensional matrix is to be stored in such a way that all vectors of interest (rows, columns, diagonals, etc.) Through the paper, G=(G,+) denotes an Abelian group. We write [g] for the equivalence class of an element g of G modulo a given subgroup, and, if T is a subset of G, IT] denotes the set of classes of the elements of T. In this case, it will always be supposed that all the elements of T belong to different classes. If T, H are subsets of G, their sum T+H is the set {t+h : teT, hell}. When each element in T+H can be uniquely written as a sum of an element of T and an element of H, we say that the sum is direct, and we represent it as T@H.
ALGEBRAIC TESSELLATIONS OF AN ABELIAN GROUP
In this section we introduce the basic definitions and results that are used later. The notion of "tessellation" defined below generalizes its usual meaning.
2.1. Definition: Let T be a subset of a commutative group G. We will say that T pseudotesseltates G by H if there exists a subset H of G such that the sum T+H is direct. If T~H=G, we say that T tessellates G by H, or that the family of subsets {T+h : h~H} is a tessellation of G.
